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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a multi-modal dataset that contains rich transcriptions
of spoken conversations. As diverse multi-modal and multi-task models
emerge, there is a growing need for multi-modal training and evaluation
datasets accompanied by rich metadata. However, there is no universal
dataset that addresses these requirements for the diverse tasks partially
due to the cost of annotation. To overcome this limitation, we develop a
semi-automatic pipeline that makes the annotation more feasible. The re-
sulting dataset is VoxMM, a multi-modal, multi-domain dataset. VoxMM
incorporates video, audio, and text modalities. In terms of labels, it offers
a wide array of metadata such as speaker labels, transcriptions, gender,
and more. VoxMM supports both the training and the evaluation of
any-to-any modality mapping models. It also offers a more accurate rep-
resentation of real-world scenarios, bridging the gap between controlled
laboratory experiments and the varying performances in the real-world.
We present initial benchmarks on automatic speech recognition and
speaker diarisation. The VoxMM dataset can be downloaded from
https://mm.kaist.ac.kr/projects/voxmm

Index Terms— Audio-Visual, Dataset, Speech Recognition, Speaker
Diarisation, Speaker Recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Delving into the world of spoken conversations requires a depth of
understanding beyond text transcription. With the advances of deep
learning techniques [1–3] and the availability of large-scale datasets [4–6],
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technology has seen remarkable
progress in recent years. While the state-of-the-art audio-only systems
demonstrate impressive accuracy in controlled scenarios, a holistic
understanding of real-world conversations remains a challenge.

In response to this, several multi-domain and multilingual speech
datasets [7–10] have been introduced. These datasets aim to provide
a more comprehensive and diverse set of data for training ASR mod-
els. Moreover, to develop models better at handling noisy conditions,
recent works [11–13] have explored the potential of audio-visual speech
recognition. This strand of work taps into both auditory and visual
signals, significantly improving speech recognition performance in
challenging conditions. This development has been accompanied by the
introduction of audio-visual datasets [11,14–16]. In particular, LRS2 [11]
and LRS3-TED [16] datasets, which focus on news and lecture domains,
have facilitated significant progress in speech recognition performance
under noisy conditions. However, there are limitations when it comes
to representing contexts, particularly concerning the speaker information.
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To this end, speaker diarisation, a task that determines ‘who spoke
when’ in multi-person conversations, has emerged as a significant research
area. Researchers in this community focus on several datasets covering
specific domains such as phone calls [4,17] and meetings [18]. Although
these datasets serve as valuable benchmarks for the task, the datasets do
not address ‘in the wild’ conversations. The DIHARD speaker diarisation
challenges have been introduced [19, 20] to address more challenging
scenarios, offering audio data that are more representative of real-world
conditions. With the growing accessibility of multimedia, additional
modalities have been introduced to the task of speaker diarisation, thus
moving from solely audio-based approaches to those incorporating audio-
visual information. There are a number of audio-visual datasets [21,22]
that are collected in indoor environments, and the AVA-AVD [23] dataset,
derived from the AVA-ActiveSpeaker dataset [24], has been introduced
with the objective of representing more challenging scenarios.

For a holistic understanding of multi-talker conversations, it is crucial
to have the knowledge of both what is being said, and who is saying
it. While many datasets contain either text or speaker annotation, there
are very few datasets that provide both (see Table 1). CHiME-6 [25]
and AMI Corpus [21] offer both types of annotations, but the former
only contains audio covering one specific domain, whereas the latter is
audio-visual but recorded in a controlled environment.

To address these limitations, we introduce VoxMM, a multi-modal,
multi-domain dataset that reflects real-world conversational scenarios. We
collect video data from 12 distinct domains, encompassing a wide range of
video durations ranging from 27 seconds to 10,344 seconds. This diversity
in video length allows us to simulate long-term conversations. Further-
more, based on this collected data, we establish a semi-automatic anno-
tation pipeline that significantly reduces the cost of human labeling while
guaranteeing the quality of the annotation. Consequently, our dataset
offers a wide array of metadata, organised with 28 distinct attributes, in-
cluding but not limited to speaker labels, transcriptions, types of noise, and
others. By providing this extensive metadata, our dataset has the capability
to serve as a valuable resource for both training and evaluation, accommo-
dating to various conversational tasks such as ASR, speaker diarisation,
and speech enhancement. Moreover, it holds significant potential to ad-
dress contemporary research trends involving multi-task scenarios. As an
illustrative instance, joint ASR-diarisation task [26] demands labels that
contain richer information compared to ASR and speaker diarisation tasks.
In this regard, our VoxMM dataset is poised to provide substantial ad-
vantages not only for the joint ASR-diarisation task but also for numerous
research directions involving multi-modal and multi-task scenarios.

Our work presents the following three contributions: (1) We design
a semi-automatic audio-visual dataset creation pipeline that dramatically
reduces human labor with low bias and reliable quality. (2) Using this
pipeline, we have constructed an ‘in the wild’ audio-visual dataset of
109 hours named VoxMM, including both ASR and speaker diarisation
labels. (3) Along with ASR and speaker diarisation labels, we provide
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Name Modality Domain Ann. Method Time ASR Diar

DIHARD A Mixed Manual 46h ✓

CHiME-6 A Daily Conversation Manual 50h ✓ ✓

LRS3-TED A,V Lecture Semi-automatic 433h ✓

VoxConverse A,V Debate, News Semi-automatic 70h ✓

AVA-AVD A,V Movie Semi-automatic 29h ✓

AMI Corpus A,V Meeting Manual 100h ✓ ✓

VoxMM A,V
Mixed

(12 domains)
Semi-automatic 109h ✓ ✓

Table 1. Comparison to existing ASR and speaker diarisation datasets.
Ann. Method: Annotation Method, ASR: Presence of ASR labels, Diar:
Presence of speaker diarisation labels.

extensive information in the form of metadata. This rich metadata not
only enhances the dataset’s usefulness for the core ASR and speaker
diarisation tasks but also paves the way for its application in a broader
range of speech-related tasks.

2. DATASET DESCRIPTION

Statistics of VoxMM. A key feature of the VoxMM dataset is its
provision of both ASR and diarisation annotations, covering a wide
range of applications and research studies. Furthermore, the inclusion
of 12 distinct conversation domains (Daily conversation, Commercial,
Entertainment, Interview, Movie, Lecture, Politics, News, Sports, Doc-
umentary, Presentation, and Remote meeting) makes it closely aligned
with real-world scenarios, setting it apart from previous literature in terms
of diversity. Our dataset comprises 289 videos, with a collective duration
of 109.27 hours, encompassing 76.09 hours of recorded utterances. Each
video within the dataset has been carefully annotated. Notably, the
diarisation labels provide information for 2,425 speakers, spanning a total
of 21,796 speaker turns, while the ASR transcripts include a vocabulary
size of 29,053 words. The dataset is split into Dev and Test sets, and
comprehensive statistics for each of these sets are presented in Table 2.

Metadata Description. Another distinctive feature of VoxMM is the
rich metadata, which enhances its adaptability and applicability across
a wide spectrum of speech-related fields. Fig. 1 shows a sample of
metadata. It contains four main categories, covering 28 detailed attributes
(e.g. timestamp, speaker ID, transcript, face track, overlapped segments,
and type of background noise). In other words, users have the flexibility
to generate a customised dataset suitable to their specific needs and
preferences, extending beyond ASR and speaker diarisation.

3. DATASET CREATION

3.1. Pipeline

The proposed dataset creation pipeline consists of several automated
procedures designed to reduce the human labour involved in annotation.
The pipeline also incorporates manual processes to further refine the label
quality based on the pseudo-labels. For the manual refinement processes,
24 fluent English speakers are employed as annotators. Throughout the
manual process, annotators review the videos, leveraging both visual and
auditory cues to guarantee precision and efficiency.

Step 1: Video Collection. We crawl and collect a number of YouTube
videos across 12 domains. During this process, we only collect videos
with Creative Commons licenses, which grant permission for multimedia
distribution. In the end, we manually select 289 videos that are closer
to real-world scenarios and can cover a wide range of domains.

Fig. 1. A snip of the metadata file. A total of 28 attributes are organised
into four categories.

Step 2: ASR Transcription. The overall ASR transcription process is
illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Three different commercial ASR APIs are used
for generating three different pseudo-transcripts per video. These APIs
leverage robust high-performance Voice Activity Detection (VAD) and
ASR models, streamlining the automation process and ensuring relatively
high-quality results.

We create three sets for the three annotators, with each set containing
two unique pseudo-transcripts sourced from different APIs. Based on
the cross-checking rule, scripts within each set are then compared to
each other word by word, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The matching sections
are merged automatically and reviewed by the annotators, whereas the
non-matching sections are merged manually. For an unbiased refinement,
we assign each set to a different annotator, preventing a single individual
from working on multiple sets. Likewise, the three refined scripts are
reviewed and merged by a fourth annotator into the final transcript. Note
that the transcription of overlapping speech is not addressed during this
stage. Additionally, inspired by [27], we enrich our transcript by includ-
ing annotations for fillers, interjections, disfluencies, numeric notations,
abbreviations, and uncertain words. These components are enclosed
with special characters as {}: filler, interjection, and disfluency; ( / ):
numeric notation; ! !: abbreviation; [ ]: uncertain words.

Step 3: Segment Reconstruction. The refined transcripts are then used
for reconstructing new speech segments that can be utilised by other tasks
such as speaker diarisation. To achieve this, we obtain word-level times-
tamps by using HuBERT XL [28] as a forced aligner, and reconstruct
segments by merging the timestamps with intervals shorter than 0.25
seconds, ensuring a minimum gap of 0.25 seconds between segments.



# videos # mins # IDs video durations (s) segment durations (s) # spks # os spks speech % overlap % word insts. # vocab

Dev 249 6,219 2,193 27 / 1,498 / 10,344 0.20 / 1.81 / 19.70 1 / 8.81 / 118 0 / 3.46 / 34 7.1 / 67.2 / 100 0 / 1.0 / 25.1 842,944 28,404
Test 40 337 232 53 / 506 / 2,174 0.20 / 1.64 / 14.89 2 / 5.80 / 15 1/ 3.28 / 10 19.3 / 74.4 / 93.1 0 / 3.8 / 17.5 44,235 4,862

Table 2. VoxMM dataset statistics. Entries that have 3 values are represented as min/mean/max. # videos: Total number of videos in the split, # mins:
Total duration of videos in the split, # IDs: Total number of speakers in the split, video durations (s): Duration of videos, segment durations (s):
Duration of segments, # spks: Number of speakers in the video, # os speakers: Number of on-screen speakers in the video, speech (%): Percentage of
speech duration, overlap (%): Percentage of overlapping speech duration, words insts.: Total Number of word instances. # vocab: Vocabulary size.

API 1

API 2

API 3

Pseudo-script Cross-check Refined Script

Cross-check

ASR API

Final ScriptVideo

(a) Overview of ASR transcription process.

You know with that being said i continue my workout schedule
You know with that being said i continued my workout schedule

Script 1
Script 2

(b) An example of word by word comparison, seen by each annotator.

Fig. 2. (a) Three different scripts are produced and refined concurrently,
subsequently being integrated into a single, final script. Word by word
comparison is performed during the cross-checking phase. (b) Matching
words (black) are automatically merged whereas the non-matching words
(red) are manually corrected and merged by the annotators.

A detailed distribution of segment durations can be found in Table 2.

Step 4: Diarisation Label Generation. We generate initial pseudo-labels
for speaker diarisation using an off-the-shelf model [29]. This pseudo-
label is manually verified and serves as an initial reference for annotating
speaker ID and adjusting the timestamp. During the manual verification
process, the annotators also record comprehensive details for each speaker
ID, documenting additional attributes such as gender, name, profession,
appearance, or any other distinctive features where it is feasible.

Step 5: Speaker ID Annotation and Timestamp Adjustment. We
compare the difference between the timestamps of the reconstructed
segments and the refined diarisation pseudo-labels. When the time
discrepancy between them is less than 0.15 seconds and only single
speaker utterances occur within that interval, the speaker ID from the
pseudo-label is automatically mapped to the reconstructed segment. On
the other hand, if the time difference exceeds 0.15 seconds or multiple
speaker utterances are detected simultaneously, the segments are man-
ually adjusted. Moreover, the text labels for all overlapping segments
are also transcribed in this step. We then refine the timestamps for these
overlapping segments based on the final transcriptions.

Step 6: Face Track Clustering. We employ Single Shot Scale-invariant
Face Detector (S3FD) [30] to detect faces in each frame. These detected
faces are subsequently organised into face tracks using a position-based
tracker used in [22]. For each face track, seven frames are randomly
selected. We then extract face embeddings from these frames using the
DeepFace model [31] and compute their average. These embeddings are
then clustered using Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering [32]. We give
a distance penalty for temporally overlapping face tracks since two faces
appearing at the same time cannot be of the same person. Clustering is
stopped if the number of clusters formed is less than twice the number
of speakers in the video, or if the minimum distance surpasses 0.15.

Step 7: Face Track Mapping. Using SyncNet [33], we generate a frame-
wise confidence score for each track. These scores are sorted by speaker

ID and timestamp in the segment, and then aggregated and averaged for
each face track. To ensure accuracy, we apply penalties to scores for short
segments of less than 1 second and ignore overlapping segments. Face
tracks are then attributed a speaker ID based on a confidence score with
a conservative threshold to minimise false positives. Subsequently, if any
face track within a cluster shares a common speaker ID with another, we
assign the same ID to all face tracks within that cluster. After the speaker
ID assignment is done, segments within the time frame of a face track
and sharing the same speaker ID are matched with that face track.

3.2. The Challenges of ‘in the wild’ Data

Data Selection. The complexity of labelling presents significant obstacles
to creating new ‘in the wild’ datasets. Previous datasets have utilised
pre-existing information such as closed captions in order to alleviate
annotation efforts [7,9,11,15,16]. However, such an approach inherently
limits the diversity and narrows the choice in data selection, favouring the
sources with rich pre-existing information. Due to this issue, we focus
on collecting the diverse domains of video, regardless of pre-existing
information, and initiate the transcription process from scratch.

Transcription Quality. An issue with using pseudo-labels is that the
potential bias of the ASR models might be propagated to the annotators.
For ASR transcriptions in particular, the challenges are not limited to
pseudo-labels. As the data becomes more challenging, human transcrip-
tion becomes increasingly intricate and holds the potential for individual
subjectivity to interfere. As a result, we make a considerable effort to
produce transcripts of high quality with minimal bias. We formulate a
transcription process in which a total of three different ASR models and
four individuals contribute to the transcription process for each video.
This rigorous approach enables us to minimise bias and derive transcripts
of exceptional quality.

Face Assignment. Many studies employ Audio-Visual Active Speaker
Detection (AV-ASD) models such as SyncNet to detect speaking
faces [11,16,22,34,35]. This approach is often faced with the challenge
of setting an optimal confidence threshold. In previous literature, highly
conservative thresholds were used to minimise false positives since it was
acceptable to discard some false negatives. However, in this work, we do
not discard less confident regions of the video, since we are annotating
the entire video to represent a long and continuous conversation.

This requirement acts as a challenge in the construction of automa-
tion processes. In order to mitigate this issue, we move face annotation
to the final step, thereby utilising the manually annotated speaker ID
and timestamp labels rather than relying solely on the AV-ASD model.
This strategy can offset the false negatives caused by the conservative
thresholds and efficiently handle overlapping or short speech segments.
Consequently, we find nearly double the number of matching faces
compared to what is possible using the AV-ASD model alone.

4. EXPERIMENTS

We perform several experiments on speaker diarisation and ASR in order
to demonstrate the use cases and provide baselines for VoxMM.



Model Mode Train set Test set VAD MS ↓ FA ↓ SC ↓ DER ↓

VBx
(Res101)

A
VoxCeleb1,2
CN-CELEB

AMI
Sys 11.70 1.48 2.11 15.29
Ref 9.55 0.0 2.83 12.37

VoxMM
Sys 3.06 13.63 4.40 21.09
Ref 2.26 0.0 5.07 7.32

AVR-Net AV

AVA-AVD
(Single)

AVA-AVD
Sys 12.59 17.17 21.67 51.43
Ref 2.92 0.0 22.93 25.85

VoxMM
Sys 3.06 13.63 20.29 36.98
Ref 2.26 0.0 18.77 21.03

VoxCeleb1,2
AVA-AVD
(Multi)

AVA-AVD
Sys 12.59 17.17 17.11 46.87
Ref 2.92 0.0 18.18 21.11

VoxMM
Sys 3.06 13.63 12.65 29.35
Ref 2.26 0.0 11.18 13.43

Table 3. The results of speaker diarisation systems. VBx and AVR-Net
are audio-only and audio-visual speaker diarisation systems respectively.
Sys: pyannote 2.0 VAD model, Ref: Oracle VAD derived from diarisation
labels, MS: Missed Speech (%), FA: False Alarm (%), SC: Speaker
Confusion (%), DER: Diarisation Error Rate (%).

4.1. Experimental Setup

Evaluation Datasets. For speaker diarisation, we compare our dataset
to AMI Corpus [21] and AVA-AVD [23]. The AMI Corpus consists
of indoor meeting recordings and AVA-AVD is collected from movies,
reflecting real-world scenarios. For ASR, we utilise LibriSpeech [6],
Common Voice [8], and LRS3-TED (LRS3) [16]. LibriSpeech and LRS3
are ASR datasets collected from audiobooks and TED talks, respectively,
while Common Voice is collected through crowdsourcing from various
speakers. All experimental results for VoxMM are based on the test set.

Evaluation Metrics. To measure the accuracy of speaker diarisation,
we use dscore tool1 to assess the Diarisation Error Rate (DER) [36],
calculated as the sum of Missed Speech (MS), False Alarm (FA), and
Speaker Confusion (SC). All scores are computed with the Fair protocol
in [37] that takes into account an overlapping speech and incorporates
an acceptance margin of 0.25-second. For the evaluation of the speech
recognition model’s accuracy, we adopt Word Error Rate (WER).

4.2. Speaker Diarisation

To assess the acoustic conditions in our VoxMM dataset, we additionally
examine the effects of voice activity detection (VAD). As reported
in Table 3, we present the results using pyannote 2.0 [38] VAD (Sys) and
Oracle VAD (Ref) respectively.

Audio-only speaker diarisation. We employ the audio-only diarisation
system, VBx [37], and utilise the ResNet101 model trained on
VoxCeleb1 and 2 [34,35] and CN-CELEB [39] as an x-vector extractor.
When compared to the AMI corpus, VoxMM exhibits approximately
a 2% higher SC (Sys: 2.29%, Ref: 2.24%) due to its broader range
of speakers and diverse domains. However, when using Oracle VAD,
VoxMM shows a lower DER in comparison to the AMI Corpus since
VoxMM has a relatively lower overlap ratio.

Audio-visual speaker diarisation. To evaluate the audio-visual di-
arisation performance, we utilise Audio-Visual Relation Network
(AVR-Net) [23]. We evaluate the performance of two variants of the
model: one trained solely on AVA-AVD (Single) and another trained
on VoxCeleb1, 2, and AVA-AVD (Multi). The difference between
the two models hinges on whether they incorporate VoxCeleb1, 2,
which are ‘in the wild’ datasets, during the training process. As shown

1https://github.com/nryant/dscore

Model Mode PT FT Test set WER ↓

wav2vec 2.0 A LL+SF+CV LS

LS (test-clean) 3.11
LS (test-other) 6.62

CV 24.08
VoxMM 28.05

AV-HuBERT
A VoxCeleb2 + LRS3 LRS3 LRS3 2.47

VoxMM 29.31

AV VoxCeleb2 + LRS3 LRS3 LRS3 1.84
VoxMM 28.02

Table 4. The results of speech recognition models. wav2vec 2.0 and
AV-HuBERT are audio-only, audio-viusal speech recognition models
respectively. LL: Libri-light, SF: Switchboard and Fisher, CV: Common
Voice, LS: LibriSpeech, WER: Word Error Rate (%).

in Table 3, the Multi model yields lower SC and DER compared
to the Single model. Specifically, on the AVA-AVD test set, there
is an approximate 4.6% reduction in SC (Sys: 4.56%, Ref: 4.75%),
and on VoxMM, there is an approximate 7.6% reduction (Sys: 7.64%,
Ref: 7.59%). This improvement can be attributed to VoxMM faithfully
reflecting the real-world scenarios, much like the VoxCeleb dataset.

4.3. Speech Recognition

For ASR experiments, we remove segments that have a duration of less
than 1.5 seconds or contain fewer than three words, as well as overlapping
segments.

Audio-only ASR. To evaluate the test sets from various domains, we
utilise robust wav2vec 2.0 [40]. We employ wav2vec 2.0 [2] LARGE
model pre-trained on Libri-light (LL) [41], Switchboard [5], Fisher
(SF) [4], and Common Voice (CV) and subsequently fine-tuned on
LibriSpeech (LS) with Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [42].
As shown in Table 4, wav2vec 2.0 demonstrates a low WER on LS
test-clean and test-other, which contains relatively low-noise audio.
However, when applied to CV which includes a variety of voices and
accents, the wav2vec 2.0 exhibits considerably higher WER. The result
of VoxMM displays a 3.97% higher WER compared to CV, which is
likely attributed to its inclusion of not only various voices and accents
but also a wide range of background noises. Note that we do not utilise
any external language model during inference in all experiments.

Audio-visual ASR. We use AV-HuBERT [13] Base model which is
pre-trained on LRS3 and VoxCeleb2, and fine-tuned on 433 hours
of LRS3. As reported in Table 4, when using visual information in
conjunction with audio in AV-HuBERT model, there is a 1.29% reduction
in WER, indicating the role of visual information in our dataset. However,
since the speaker’s lip movements are visible only in certain parts of
the test set and as the AV-HuBERT model is not designed to consider
modality-missing scenarios, the improvement in WER is modest. Further
exploration is needed in relation to missing modality research.

5. CONCLUSION

We introduce VoxMM, a multi-modal conversational dataset with rich
transcription, containing 109 hours of video collected across 12 categories.
Using the proposed semi-automatic annotation pipeline, we have substan-
tially reduced human labeling costs while maintaining high annotation
quality. With this, we provide baselines for ASR and speaker diarisation.
The comprehensive metadata provided by VoxMM facilitates a broad
range of speech-related research beyond ASR and speaker diarisation.
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